
 

 

 
Dear abc Ji: 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your query. We have tried to 

address your query at priority along with BONUSEs 

to help you. 

 

We have applied several systems of astrology and 

other to ensure you get the best. That includes 

naadi/moon chart and other proven system. You will 

live long with GOD’s grace . 

 

 

Your Birth details: 



 

email id  

xyz@rediffmail.com 

Month of birth 

10 

dob 

25 

year of birth 

1979 

time of birth 

19 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

last name 

xyz 

minutes of birth 

20 

hour of birth 

19 

place of birth 

Hyderabad, india 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

 

Your Horoscope Details: 

 



 
 

 



What Health Problems You Are Naturally Prone 

To? 

 

What is the Strength of Your Lagna? 

 In your kundli or horoscope ,Your lagna lord 

Jupiter(dhanu lagna ruledby guru) is a bit weak 

in the 2nd bhava.It is in the Capricorn sign  or 

makar rashi ruled by planet saturn. 

 But total digbala is good 51.03 .97.74  is the 

sthan bala. 

 

What is Strength of you rashi & Moon? 

 In your kundli or horoscope.Your 

moon(Chandra) rashi is  virgo(kanya rashi) 

ruled by mercury, is combust at 26 degrees in 

Libra in the 11th bhava. 

 It is at total bala of 46.53.Sthan bala is 97.74  

 

Malefic or bad diseases or accident causing 

planets for you from your lagna & impact on 

houses:? 

In your kundli or horoscope 

 6Th bhava= Taurus(vrishabha rashi) 

 8th bhava = cancer(karkat rashi) 

 12th bhava = Scorpio(virshchika rashi) 

 So Venus/moon(shukra/Chandra) and 

Scorpio(vrishchika rashi) are functional malefic 

for you. 

Weak planets that could cause disease in 

various body Parts where do they impact you? 

 Your sun(surya)is very weak in Scorpio sign - so 

heart and circulatory problems need care. Your 



sun rules your vitality and your thighs plus your 

stomach as well. So walking is a must. 

 In your kundli or horoscope ,Your moon is also 

weak , and Jupiter(guru) the lord of mind is 

weak plus rahu is  in the 4th bhava. So there 

could be trouble to mind, unnecessary fears and 

weakness of mind and also heart is possible. 

You have to guard on heart attacks etc by 

learning to relax by shavasana and also walking 

much. 

 In your kundli or horoscope ,Your 

mercury(budha) is just slightly weak- so skin 

and shin and knees need care. So yoga under 

proper guidance is suggested. Skin also need 

care. 

 In your kundli or horoscope Saturn(shani) again 

is weak and sits om your things and rules your 

mouth and arms/lungs. So arms need proper 

strength and so does your lungs need proper 

oxygenation for a healthy life. 

 

Which systems of your body are more prone to 

fall ill? 

 Circulatory system and heart 

 Lungs/cold/flu and mental stress and fear so 

nervous system. 

 Knees and thigh region need proper care again 

proper asana’s under medical supervision could 

help you more. 

 

What is Strength of your 6th bhava  lord? 

 The lord of your 6th bhava is Venus and the 

strength of planet Venus or shukra is just fair.It 



is 28.96 – s0 just be careful on diabetes . simple 

care and reduce sugar. 

 

What does your drekkana  chart say about you? 

 
 

 Jupiter(guru) gains some strength being the 

lagan lord. 

 Venus(shukra) and Saturn(shani) are weak- but 

still in control. 

 Mars(mangal) is a bit affected. 

 Moon(Chandra) becomes fair in Kendra. 

 

What is the strength of sun and mars the 

additional karaka’s for your health? 

 The lord of vitality sun is very weak. BONUS- om 

sum suryaye namaha 108 x as many times as 

one can. 



 Mars or Mangal is fair in the 9th bhava. So some 

protection due to past life good karma. 

 

What does naadi astrology say about your 

health? 

 In your kundli or horoscope ,Mars and moon 

conflict is there, so could make you wiry and 

excess hard work could cause stress. 

What Exercises would suit you the best 

 

Your basic inner nature also needs consideration 

here: 

 

Given the nature of the ascendant. Jupiter is sattvika 

So over all mind has to be made peaceful first. 

 

 For this  basic and very simple Yogasanas with 

guidance along with proper shavasana (a must). 

 

 Also suryanamskaras only mantra and prayers - 

done under proper supervision to bear the right 

fruits. 

 

Also in regard to foods: 

 Juice of all citrus fruits 

 Butter milk if comfortable 

 Bathua saag 

 Cucumber 

 Mushrooms 

 Grapes 

 You also need to avoid or reduce too salty or 

food as moon could increase the water 



retention. 

 

Predictions for coming 10 years(special  BONUS 

for you) 

 

Saturn main period 

 MAR till 2/11/17 

Your heart and muscles/circulatory system need 

care. 

 RAH 8/ 9/20 

Mind has to be kept healthy. Maha mriyunjay japam 

 JUP 20/ 3/23 

Generally OK. Liver and diabetes need care. 

Mercury main period 

 MER till 17/ 8/25 

Mental stress needs care and skin. 

 KET 14/ 8/26 

Mental stress and anger needs care. 

 VEN 2027 august 

Generally OK. Diabetes and stomach/knees need 

care. 

1. Upayas or remedies that could help you 

 

2. For moon mantra- om som somaye namaha 

108x as many times 

 

3. Maha mrityunjay japam 

 

4. Also for moon donate silken clothes to women. 

 

5. For mercury – donate pencils/rubber or 

education related books to poor students 

 



6. For Saturn- om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many 

times 

 

Summary: 

 You have fair enough recuperative powers 

despite all what has been discussed. 

 You have to be practical where food and drink 

are involved, as generally you may have a good 

appetite 

 Excess of appetite could lead to fat accumulation 

issues- 

 You might be prone to boils and abscesses if 

food is not controlled- so better to control now. 

 Do follow the foods and exercises suggested 

above in the report. 

 Also sun baths are a must for you. 

 Fresh air is important as continued worry could 

affect the nerves. 

 Also please do the Upayas for your own benefit. 

 So a combination of Upayas, Food, Exercizes all 

together could help to improve the matters. 

 Also the coming moon period you will need to 

put an extra effort to reduce weight as moon is 

the prime planet for water retention and weight 

problems along with Jupiter to some extent in 

your case. 

 

7. Upayas or remedies that could help you 

 

 Rahu- donate to oldage homes or leper homes 

 For Jupiter-om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many 

times 

 Moon also same mantra as above. 



 

Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj (in gold to be worn in 

index finger on Thursday) would be very 

 Good help in education & otherwise.  

 

 Offering service to one’s Guru/teachers 

 Prayer every morning 

 Offer banana pieces to birds 

 Offer bundi laddue to birds. 

 

Also 

 

 Could chant shiva sahastraanam 

 Do rudra-abhishek by  trained person 

  

 

 

Summary: 

 You have good recuperative powers despite all 

what has been discussed. 

 Also sun baths would help you. 

 Fresh air is important as continued worry could 

affect the nerves. 

 Also please do the Upayas for your own benefit. 

 So a combination of Upayas, Food, Exercizes all 

together could help to improve the matters. 

 

BONUS career + other matters as well 3 years 

on your special request 

2017-18 

 



FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Take care involving 

tenderness involving loved ones members/relatives- 

obvious almost any mis understandings  

 JOB :SLIGHTLY ABOVE AVERAGE: Things may 

possibly move slow, and so one needs in order to 

keep with matters  

FINANCE/STOCKS:  AVERAGE: Again changes  is 

actually a cause of difficulties  

  

2019 

FAMILY/FRIENDS: ABOV EAVERAGE: Fun time  to 

connect  to  family/friends in addition to relations in 

addition to socialize with friends 

 JOB /CAREER: GOOD: You can expect fair  

opportunities in addition to ease and comfort at 

office   also  

FINANCE/STOCKS: GOOD: Might be excellent time 

period with regard to finances/stocks- perform 

thorough details variety with regard to maximizing 

your gains  

  

2020 

FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Overall more work at 

hand , in addition to home related work could keep 

you busy  might take good deal of your time  

 JOB /CAREER: AVERAGE: Handle company 

concerns through an eyes with details in addition to 

practical  approach  

FINANCE/STOCKS: AVERAGE: The result might not 

be predictable, and so pitfalls could possibly be 

increased now. So better avoid. 

 

 



 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


